Jet Noise Reports: March, April 2020
San Juan County and Other Impacted Areas
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Noise Reports by Month
Comparison of March-April 2020 with March-April 2019
Reports by Type of Noise
Reports of Noise by Time of Day
Daily Jet Noise Profile
Comparison by Year 2015-2019
Maps of Report Locations
Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts

Since the Navy added 36 more
EA-18G Growler jets at Whidbey
Island, extreme noise events
have increased dramatically in
our region.
Noise reports for 2019 were
59% higher than the average of
the previous 4 years. Noise
reports for March and April of
2020 are 52% higher than
March and April of 2019.

“The jet noise in Port Townsend has been relentless for days. It is challenging to many
of us and I would hope the Navy would work with the community of which you are a
part.”
“I’ve lived in the area since 1993, and we never heard jets. In the past months they’ve
become unbearable. They started at 9:38 tonight and continue one after another. The
noise is disturbing and unsettling. They fly directly over my home in Stanwood!”
“…Langley Wa…. Jet noise all afternoon and evening. We moved here to get away
from noise of Seattle in 2004. But no peace here now also. Driven insane by the
rumble and worried about future because can't move again.”
“S Lopez, 6 Mar 2020, Fri: 12:30pm 84.6 decibels - overflight EVERYTHING
SHAKES!!!!!!!”
More comments beginning page 11. They tell the human story. Please read them.
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The San Juan County Jet Noise Reporting website was approved in 2014 by the County
Council for people to have a reliable place for recording their reports and comments.
gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting

In October, 2019, permission was given for people outside of San Juan County to use this
noise reporting website. We are seeing an increasing number of reports from the wider
region.
This report is compiled by Quiet Skies:
https://www.quietskies.info/
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Jet Noise Reports
January - April, 2020
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For example, in April 2020, 671 comments were recorded, describing 671+ noise incidents. Many reports describe
several noise incidents in a single report, as seen in comments beginning on page 11.
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March and April Noise Reports
Combined by Year, 2015-2020
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Jet Noise by Type of Noise
March & April 2020
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Jet Noise Reports by Time of Day
March and April, 2020
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For example, reports submitted reporting noise 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour. Sometimes
reports do not include a specific time. For those, related data may indicate Day or Evening noise disturbance; otherwise
time may be indicated as Not Available (N/A). Note that there are hours of varying noise incidents. The Navy persists in
using “annual noise averaging,” significantly underestimating of the impact of jet noise. There is no "average" level of
noise felt by residents. The noise is variable and unpredictable.
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Noise by Hour of the Day
April 2019 - April 2020
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As described in the previous chart, the Navy persists is using “annual noise averaging” to justify its statements of low
impact. As you can see in this chart, there is no “average noise” felt by residents. The noise is variable and each day and
time is unpredictable.
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Jet Noise Reports by Day
January 1 - April 30, 2020
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Another example: As described in the previous chart, the Navy persists is using “annual noise averaging” to justify its
statements of low impact. As you can see in this chart, there is no “average noise” felt by residents. The noise is variable
and each day is unpredictable.
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Jet Noise Reports, 5-Year Totals
2015 - 2019
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This picture of the Aircraft Noise Reporting Map includes
the larger region. People outside of San Juan County have
only recently had access to the noise reporting website.
This map is reduced to fit this page. Thus, the reproduction
of the dots, which signify noise reports, minimizes the
apparent number of reports since the dots overlay other
dots. This map represents reports since August, 2019, over
3600 reports.
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Comments Submitted with January and February 2020 Reports
NOTES:

Multiple flyovers beginning about noon and continuing for about an
hour.....extremely loud while trying to work outside.

Some reports indicate decibel level. Lawnmowers, for
example, generally produce 90 dB.

;third time today— very annoying!!

Some of the people who submit a noise report also list
their home address or phone number or e-mail. In this
report, those personal identifiers are deleted.

Multiple conversation stopping noise incidents so far today on Guemes
Island
Low Growler banking over North Lopez Island.
Low Growler overhead.

2 March 2020, Monday, S Lopez: 9:22am - 11:46am: 10 separate ROARS
and solid noise 65 -76.2 decibels. Continual Roaring from 11:46am - 4:46pm
and then 4:46pm - 9:38pm - 11 hours of noise today!!! INSANE - Larson and
Murray are responsible.
Intermittent roaring, rattles everything. Horrible noise and sensation.
Terrible, loud flyovers aLL morning. Makes it difficult to work. I wonder if
the navy will compensate us for lost work time.
STOP TORTURING US ON LOPEZ ISLAND WITH YOUR ROARING GROWLERS!!!
YOU ARE CAUSING RINGING IN OUR EARS AND HEADACHES!! STOP FLYING
OVER OUR HOMES!!!

Several times during the day, military jets screaming overhead. Horrible,
dreadful noise.
enging blast run ups and direct flyovers throughtout the day. shaking the
house structure.
"Home from work to the opposite of peace. Horrible thunder to the south,
to the west. Sounds like some kind of mutant thunderstorm- alien invasion.
Sinister sounds of the US Navy bombarding our homes. Abuse
Anacortes"

absolutely terrorizing.

"Still horrible racket from multiple directions- multiple Growlers,
pummeling the landscape and shattering our peace. Unnecessary abuse.
These aircraft belong far from peaceful civilians. They are made to threaten
those on the ground.

Disrupted my work today from 11:30-12:30pm. 6 FLIGHTS OVER MY HOUSE
TODAY! GET OUT NAVY! Stop your NOISE POLLUTION.

8:30 pm and still sounding like a war zone. No sleep yet for us. Abuse
continues.
Very loud jet noise presumably growler, for sure military aircraft
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LOUD Growler overhead!

Horrible intermittent roaring. PAINFUL to inner ear and head.

Seriously? 8:40 at night and screaming jets? People are asleep. Kids are
asleep. Go home and go to bed, keep your immune system working.

Rumbles, vibrations, extremely loud, cat ran under the table.

loud fly over interrupting evening activities and peace.
miserable and getting louder, more frequent. am I living in a war now?
Close to my house
DAMN YOU ASSHATS!!! IT IT NEARLY 9PM GET YOUR DAMN JETS OUT OF
LOPEZ AIRSPACE!!! HAVING TO DEAL WITH RINGING EARS AND HEADACHES
DURING THE DAY IS ENOUGH...GET THE HELL OUT OF OUR NIGHTS!! WE
WILL NEVER AGREE TO BE TORTURED BY OUR OWN NAVY!!!
This is too late for them to be flying around and it is disrupting my relaxing
evening after work: NOT COOL & NOT OKAY
Second LOUD GROWLER OVERHEAD!
Sounds like really low flying military aircraft. Can not continue conversation
outside. Extremely disturbing. Wish they would go somewhere else.
Low altitude flyover. Multiple aircraft. Military definitely
4th LOUD GROWLER OVERHEAD

Roaring growlers in the distance, military jets screaming overhead.
HORRIBLE NOISE.
After being tormented for hours last night in Anacortes- episodic tin roaring
here at work all day- up to 70+db inside mostly 50s-60s db for minutes at a
time. Disruptive. Makes concentration on work difficult. Medical clinic in
Oak Harbor.
"Tinny roaring continues- marring our workday here. Gives one a headache
and episodically hurts the ears.
Navy harming locals by flying loud and low in circles over innocent people
instead of base far away from civilians. Oak Harbor"
Roaring roaring roaring, much of the afternoon and now into the evening.
It WAS a peaceful and quiet day....
Evening and sleep disrupted until after 10pm yesterday,
work/concentration disrupted off and on all day in Oak Harbor now home
and over 100db screaming aircraft while getting my mail. over 80 db for
over a minute in Anacortes. How is this ok?

Just one after another. Again. When we're trying to put the kids to bed.
Screaming jets.

"Hearing more and more over last 2 weeks

Can hear it from inside my house. Also very loud outside this afternoon.

Constant rumble and vibration.

3 Mar 2020, S. Lopez, Tuesday: 10:05am - 65 decibels THEN: 1:37PM 5:30pm ROARING - and THEN: 6:27PM - 8:30 PM
6 HOURS OF
RELENTLESS NOISE - 65 - 75 decibels plus toxic jet exhaust flowing the S.
end of Lopez.

OK.. this is bad... I worked all day long and I come home to this torture?!

Disturbing quiet rest And relaxation time "

Direct fly over, multiple jets one after the other all day
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Direct fly over

ongoing assault, terrible

Constant jets in the area, crescendos and decrescendos but constant jet
noise in some form or another( extremely loud to low rumble)

S. Lopez, 5 Mar 2020, Thur: 8:30am, 9:01am, 9:46am, 10:07am, 10:1010:20am HUGE ROARS - 65 - 75 DECIBELS. More: 8pm - 9:45pm

Horrid. 105db overflight. over 80db 1-2 minutes before tailing off with
peaks over 100. Ongoing thunder before/after this. Egregious, harmful,
abuse perpetrated by the US Navy. Utter disregard for regional civilians
health and well being.

First roar of the day. Expecting another day full of excruciating jet noise

More direct fly overs, multiple right in a row, they then turn on after
burners or something after they go by
All day long - they sit in their hangers or outside their hangars and rumble
the motors. All day long!
"Constant jet noise like we are on an aircraft carrier, get your F***ING jets
out of here NOW!
LOTS of plane activity lately. It is noisy enough with local airport traffic.
Increased even noisier military plane traffic impairs my health as well as the
fauna that share the land.

All morning and now into the afternoon!
Relatively long period of loud rumbles; not low rumbles. Other categories
do not seem to match.
Off and on all day- unpleasant understates the quality of the sounds made
by these aircraft. Disrupting clinic work and thought processes all day,
every day I work in Oak Harbor- thankfully not every day. Medical clinic.
"STOP TORTURING US ON LOPEZ ISLAND!!
GET YOUR DAMN JETS OUT OF OUR SKIES!! RIGHT NOW!! YOU IDIOTS
BELIEVE YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO DESTROY OUR HEALTH!! YOU DON'T!!
YOU LEAVE US ON LOPEZ WITH RINGING EARS AND HEADACHES!! STOP IT
NOW!!"

S. Lopez, 4 Mar 2020, Wed: 3pm - 10:30pm Another LONG DAY OF
GROWLER NOISE - 7 hours.

Loud Growlers overhead disrupting dinner! They’re circling and banking
making echos VERY LOUD DISTRACTING NOISE FOR THE LAST 5 minutes!!!
Still going!

when approaching the OLF from the south please try to make the initial pass
over the water and not directly over the homes in Ledgewood

Well, here we go again...loud jet inturrupting the quiet of the evening.

Distant roaring jets. Today should have been a lovely, early spring day. The
sound of roaring jets destroys the sense of peace and well being. The noise
from roaring jets is deeply disturbing and unsettling.

Enough with the screaming jets, again. It's bedtime for kids. My three year
old HATES these stupid planes, they scare him. "I don't like those planes,
mommy! Make them go away!" So, yeah. Knock it off. Just one after
another, again.

Thank god not screaming loud here, but bursts of low thunder from far
south show the Navy is battering Whidbey to the south. Creepy thunder up
here.

Live at XXX Perkins Lane - north west side of Lopez. Horrible noise 7:15 7:25. Disrupted my activities. GET OUT OF HERE STUPID JETS and PILOTS.
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How dare you fly back and forth over our silent island! Go make noise over
your own homes!

harm, causing emotional & physical distress to persons & with property
damage. STOP Flying Here!

Loudest I’ve heard in a long time...disrupted our dinner.

Navy jets began over Central Whidbey at 9:10 a.m. and flew all morning.
Now we are hearing the Navy jet noise from Oak Harbor. The noise
pollution is incessant.

S Lopez, 6 Mar 2020, Fri: 12:30pm 84.6 decibels - overflight EVERYTHING
SHAKES!!!!!!!
S Lopez, 6 Mar 2020, Fri: 5:30 - 6:30pm - 70 - 75 decibels Another hideous
week of Growlers thanks to Murray and Larsen - Will we ever get rid of
them (Growlers & Murray and Larsen)?
Growler jet noise allows us no access my property; imprisons us inside our
house; abridges our freedom as a result of flagrant intentional infliction to
harm, causing emotional & physical distress to persons & with property
damage. STOP Flying Here!
Can't even hold a conversation inside my home.
Four or five in a pattern is unbearable. Also, the sound quality definitely
intensifies after sunset.
Multiple jet noise disruptions this morning.
Can't hear the tv inside my house.
Growler jet noise allows us no access my property; imprisons us inside our
house; abridges our freedom as a result of flagrant intentional infliction to
harm, causing emotional & physical distress to persons & with property
damage. STOP Flying Here!
Consistant and repeated fly overs this morning.
The engine noise is terrifying!
Growler jet noise allows us no access my property; imprisons us inside our
house; abridges our freedom as a result of flagrant intentional infliction to

Intermittent noise pollution all day. Thankfully not deafening and outright
harmful as it sometimes is here- but making this a very unpleasant place to
work. It would be a lousy place to live.
Unbearable noise!
Thunder from the south. Navy is battering the landscape south of heredisturbing sounds many miles to the north. Insane. Anacortes
Woken from sleep= have to work early. Unconscionable harm when other
less harmful options exist. Abuse
I experienced excessive jet noise this whole week in February, every day at
various times though out the day. This noise was ear splitting and occurred
on February 11, 12, 13, and 14.
It is 8pm, kids are trying to get to bed. Please, please stop flying after
7:30pm!
LOW & SLOW!!!!!!
Very startling, disruptive and upsetting to have a sudden, lengthy l
Two two jets fly right infront of the house.
P-3s earlier flying around now it sounds like we are being buzzed by
Growlers, sounds peaking over 70-80 db inside our office. Epidodically very
disturbing and disrupting work in our medical clinic.
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S Lopez, 12 March 2020, Thur: GIANT ROARS - 76.2 DECIBELS 3:53 pm and
3:55pm Thankfully that was all . . . . .

"They sky is moaning and groaning and episodically screaming. What a bad
place to try to concentrate and work. Medical office in Oak Harbor.

just what we need here, more anxiety on top of the world in crisis. Please
ground the Growlers!

Very disruptive

Roaring jets overhead. Horrible noise, very disturbing.

Woken from sleep- awful noise. So many nights with lost rest and peacebad for health of WA civilians. Abuse. Anacortes.

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/05/13/is-noise-pollution-thenext-big-public-health-crisis

Awoken again. Need sleep to work at my best. Deprived routinely by the
Navy. Do not believe surgeons don’t need good sleep. Anacortes.

Growler jet noise allows no access my property; imprisons us inside our
house; abridges our freedom as a result of malevolent, intentional infliction
to harm, causing emotional & physical distress to persons & property
damage. STOP FLYING HERE!

"After 10 pm. Trying to sleep.

S Lopez, 13 Mar 2020, Friday: 1:45pm overflights, 65 - 75 decibels .

flight schedule is bullshit

S Lopez, 13 Mar 2020, Fri: More Overflights 2:50pm and 2:55pm (78.6 and
84.8 decibels) Everything is shaking, pictures on the wall tilted.

"I don't recall the time but I noted the date on my calendar that the jets had
flown over while I worked outside and the noise was excessive and
upsetting.

All morning! Terrible! So very upsetting! You'd think there would be some
compassion to shut these F***ing machines down and let people have some
peace, especially with everyone so upset about the coronavirus.
Compassion? Ha! War machines.
Roaring jets. SHAME ON YOU! IN THIS TIME OF WIDESPREAD DREAD,
ROARING BACKGROUND NOISE INCREASES EVERYONE'S SENSE OF DREAD.
The growlers ruin quality of life in the Salish Sea area. SHAME ON THOSE
WHO SANCTION POLICIES THAT ALLOW THIS.
"Well over 60 sec of sustained 60-70+db inside with longer pre and postlude of ""lesser"" racket. Extremely unpleasant sound of tinny roaring.
Akin to someone scraping their fingernails inside of your skull.
Not OK to subject civilians to this."

Anacortes"
Supposedly no flights yet rumbling thunder tonight at 2230?

That was LOUD
This has been going on all morning. Please direct these routes over the
ocean!
Loud all morning today. Too loud for dog too.
There has been a very loud rumble at the ultra-low end of my hearing going
on for hours. I noticed it at 3p-ish & it is still going now. It is keeping me
from sleeping and earplugs cannot keep the sound out bc it is so low. This is
very disturbing.
This noise started about 2 or 3pm yesterday, and it has gone on since
uninterrupted all night long. I could not sleep due to the extremely
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permeating low vibrating sound. Earplugs don't help bc it vibrates my
entire body. I can't get away from it!
"EXTREMELY LOUD JETS OVERHEAD!!!!!!!!!!!
One after another - sounds like WAR!"
Growler, interfering with conversation
Jets roaring around overhead, circling round and round. SHAME ON THOSE
WHO ALLOW THIS DREADFUL NOISE POLLUTION. It is well documented in
current and ongoing research that noise of this sort is harmful to physical
and psychological well being,
multiple flyovers this morning causing low rumbles extreemely loud, hurting
your ears if outside.
"I'm trying to work here!
We don't need this. Why don't you spend some time and money on some
relevant problems like the pandemic?"

Disrupted Webex meeting- trying to get some work done at home.
Evidently no one has important work except for the US government in the
form of the Military.
Woke 3 month old up awesome
We were all awakened by roaring jets just before 1:00 a.m. SHAME ON
WHOEVER IT IS WHO SANCTIONS THIS NOISE POLLUTION.
Why in the hell is the United States Navy flying LOW OVER MY HOUSE IN
THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT during a PANDEMIC???????
It's like they are sitting in their hangers with the doors open blasting their
sounds into our community and into our living rooms!
LOUD LOUD GROWLERS!
Everyone is under so much stress and the Growler overflights just make it
that much worse. Please stop.
Needed to stop conversation.

Pretty darn loud today

This loud noise occurred on 3/26/20 & all day today as of 1:53 pm.

Seriously? Right now, this is what the government is spending money on?
How many face masks and ventilators could one growler flight buy? I bet it's
a lot.

Rumbles and vibration. Too Low! Cat ran for shelter, so did I!

Not able to hear TV.
So loud, I had to pause a presentaiton I was listening to online.
I was woken up from my sleep. It was after midnight! I heard 2 fly overs
with afterburners. This is not appropriate to fly at night, waking people up
after midnight! Give me a break!

Well my hope the growers would be virus-grounded was dashed. I was
disrupted by the deafening noise of the jets. So more confirmation that the
Navy simply does not care AT ALL about any human, creature, or mother
earth. Despicable.
Add to the stress of seeing urgent patients in our urology clinic during times
of coronoavirus pandemic some of the more awful noise you can imaging,
scraping and grinding through the sky and rumbling/shaking our office as it
recedes.
woke up 3 month old
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Saw the jet in the air to confirm
run ups and fly overs throughout the day.
More Growler jet noise, Rolling around the skies. Too loud.

S Lopez, 24 Apr 2020, Fri: 9:02am - 6 GIANT ROARS - EVERYTHING shaking.
Then 10:20am - 5 pm consistent roaring, and BLASTING THROUGHOUT THE
DAY. This plus Covid-19 = nervous breakdown. We are living in a war zone
- tormented by our own Navy.

Growlers woke me up in the wee hours of the morning. Navy doesn't seem
to give a shit that people are trying to work and live their lives here--during
a national health crisis! Every time I hear them I think of what we could do
with those tax dollars

Starting the day with a loud blast.

again, woken up around 4-5 AM by this sound of war. Why! What is the
point!

S Lopez, Apr 16, 2020, Thur: 8:55am -9:05am 75 - 78 decibels. Another
HUGE BLAST AT 9:50am

"I am so dismayed that after about 7 weeks of no GROWLER sound I woke
up to one this AM around 5-and heard them through out the day. The past
stress of the GROWLERS came right up and supercharged stress Torture like
what they say about waterboarding.

Engine run ups starting for the day

Heard not seen, loud thunder with vibration of the earth- disturbed while
trying to enjoy outdoors gardening- on a Saturday

8:51am. Big rumble and roar from NASWI this morning.
Engine run ups whidbey

8:58am. ANOTHER rumbling roar invades our home.
Roaring late into the evening yesterday. Roaring already again this morning.
Horrible, dreadful noise. Deeply unsettling and disturbing.
Loud jet. So noisy it distracted me from a conference call I was on.

"why. why. why.

Rumbling roar, vibrating in my home. Blasting from Whidbey jets.

Jets were flying last night, less than 12 hours later flying again. F*** the jets

9am. Some constant roaring noise now. Fills the sound in our home. The
blasting of the Growler. This jet is WRONG for this region.

Another morning, another teeth-rattling growler flyover. Hour after hour,
day after day, week after week. Clearly they're doing something new over
the past month--there has been absolutely no break in this daily flying
(especially over Skagit Bay).
No reprieve. Past 2200 last night and now at least as early as 0845. Cant
even get 12 hours without jet noise. F*** the jets

Engine run ups from Whitney naval airbase
Engine run ups since 8:59 at whiskey naval airbase
9:02am. The air is vibrating. The roar is everywhere.
Very loud engine runuos Whidbey

Engine run iOS from naval base whidbey
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April 28. 9:02am Incredible rumble and roar and vibration from NASWI.
This is not a good sign. I have several conference calls today, and that noise
and shuddering through the house is disruptive.
The jet rumblings and vibration continue. One right after another! South
Lopez.
Horrible repeated roaring that utterly destroys the acoustic environment.
This is not primarily an aesthetic objection. This noise is unhealthy. Future
people will look back and wonder .... how on earth was this permitted?
STOP GROWLER NOISE NOW.
F*** the jets
ONE AFTER THE OTHER. RUMBLING VIBRATIONS SHIVER OUR HOUSE!!!!!
South Lopez Island
After abusing Coupeville for hours into the LATE night- could hear all the
way in Anacortes- the Navy F-18s are up and at it, shredding the skies and
disrupting thinking and work and peace already in Oak Harbor. Miserable
place.
9"08am. Another Growler rumbling road vibrates through our home.

Continued about every 10 minutes for at least an hour
Stay at home, stay healthy orders for citizens and jets are out screaming
over Whidbey Island.
1 Apr 2020, Tuesday: THEY ARE BACK!!! 9:20am, 9:24am 9:45am, 10:25am
Now we are confined to our homes and FORCED to hear the hideous roar of
Growlers - and FORCED to breathe the toxic exhaust they spew into our
whole region. 65 - 75 decibels
trying to work from home. Difficult when the whole house is shaking from
war zone level aircraft noise
Whidbey Naval base engine runups
April 28, 9:24am. I can't record every rumbling roar that slams into our
home, but I am going to try. Huge roar at 9:24am.
terrible.
Huge vibrating ROAR from Whidbey April 13. South Lopez.
The extremely loud engine noise disrupted our schooling :-(

Practice over the desert

9:29am, April 22. INCREDIBLE ROARING, THROBBING, VIBRATING BLAST
from NASWI. South Lopez.

9:10am. More shock waves batter us from jet activity at NASWI. Take-offs?
I think so, because the skies fill with jet noise.

F*** the jets

Creepy shuddering thunder- commencing to the south to poison our space
and minds. This belongs far from civilian humans. There are alternatives.
A bad decision is no reason to double down on said bad decision.

S Lopez, 22 Apr 2020, Wed: 9:30am - 11:10am. HUGE ROARS for 1 hour and
40 minutes and beyond. Not sure when they quit - I had to leave home.
The noise was too awful. No FCLP's scheduled until afternoon at OLF. S. J.
County hears everything at AULT

9:12am. A huge roar just now.

Loud jet, LOOOOOONG deep annoying roar. South Lopez.

Suoer loud engine run ups, eardrums are hurting
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S Lopez, 29 Apr 2020, Wed: 9:30am - 11:30am Steady ROAR. 75 - 80
DECIBELS - CRAZY - MAKING. No FCLP's scheduled in this time frame at Ault
or OLF. So what are they doing and why can't this "noise activity" be on a
schedule?

ROARING JETS. SHAME ON YOU WHO ALLOW THIS! EVERYONE FEELS
ENOUGH DREAD AS IT IS AMIDST THE VIRUS. PEOPLE SEEK NATURE FOR
CONSOLATION AND SOLACE. THE BEAUTY OF QUIET IS BEING REMARKED
UPON. IT IS SHAMEFUL PUBLIC POLICY THAT THIS NOISE IS ALLOWED.

Sat, Apr 18. Just came in from an UNQUIET walk. At about 9:32am, I was
BLASTED SHAKEN by an earthquake-sized Roar and Rumble from what I
believe was a Growler take-off at Ault Field.14 miles from there, on South
Lopez, and I was BOMBED by jet noise.

The forest smells good, looks the part for a body and soul nourishing walk,
but the ears and the bones say something horrible is happening.
Roaring/thunder from the south- navy warcraft. Washington ParkAnacortes. Awful.

The rumble and vibration continue from NASWI this morning. Vibrations
run through our home.

Navy wrecking the peace and exercise of a walk in Washington Park- on a
SATURDAY morning. Egregious abuse of civilian residents of Western WA.
Anacortes

Saturday, 9:36am. Loud rumble and roar from Whidbey.
April 30 9:37am. LOUD jet roaring over South Lopez. A prolonged roaring.
S Lopez, 3 April, Fri: 9:42am - Another day of screaming, BLASTING Growlers
65 - 75 decibels. Add the noise of Growlers to the Covid-19 and it's making
us all nervous wrecks.
F*** the jets
F*** the jets
9:42am. April 22. ANOTHER blasting roar from NASWI. The house
shudders. Legislators: are you saying that we are supposed to accept this
invasion of noise into our homes? Because that is what your silence is
saying to me. South Lopez.
There's a global pandemic and you're putting people at risk and using up
scarce resources to play with war toys? Ground the flights. Focus efforts
elsewhere. Keep staff and crew at home.
fly overs residential area this morning
upset children trying to do school lessons at home

Not able to use map.
LOUD jet roaring noise in the skies, South Lopez.
Long shaking vibrating roar from NASWI. Like an earthquake!!!!
"Roaring and vibrating. Horrible noise.
April 22, 9:53am. ANOTHER Rumbling roar from NASWI.
9:54am. April 22. ANOTHER AGAIN Rumbling roar shudders into us.
"This is ridiculous - engine vibrations are affecting my abdomen
These planes have no business being near homes"
9:55am, April 22. More roaring and vibrating thunder from NASWI. South
Lopez.
F*** the jets
9:57am. April 22. MORE roaring and thunder vibrating into our home from
NASWI. South Lopez.
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9:58am, April 22. ANOTHER POUNDING ROAR from NASWI. Must be
launching ever damn jet they have.
9:59am, April 22. South Lopez. ANOTHER Thundering roar from Whidbey.
Almost non-stop now.

April 28, 10:07. I am writing the times down of all the rumbling shuddering
roars from jet activity. They disturb my work and make conference calls
difficult to follow. 10:07am rumbling roar.
10:08. Jet rumbling in the sky.

My three year old has requested I complain. The noise scares him and is
annoying and disruptive and stressful for the rest of us. Go home. You're
not helping, you're not making anything safer. Don't fool yourselves.
Ground the planes and go home.

F*** the jets

April 28, 9:59am. South Lopez. Tremendous rumble and vibration.

Jet roaring. The air is filled with it. South end of Lopez.

All morning long....

10:10am. The jet roaring continues. I have to leave my home. It is
unbearable. South Lopez.

F*** the jets
The usual episodic disruptive horrendous noise pollution. Keeping one on
edge- constantly. Unhealthy- belongs at military base far from civilians.
Medical clinic in Oak Harbor
More insanely loud growlers. This has been going on since before 9am this
morning. Particularly loud. It appears that they've changed their flight
operations--perhaps to avoid the noise detection and recording they're
supposed to be doing?
F*** the jets

UGH. Could we please not muck up the already messed up situation and add
such obnoxious noise and stress?

Burst of shaking sinister thunder to remind everyone we are at the mercy of
the Navy. Harming our well being daily. Anacortes.
F*** the jets
Friday morning peace shattered and ruined by Navy warcraft. It is abusive
and unhealthy, bad for people and business- who would choose to vacation
here? Anacortes.
Go home. Ground the planes and go home. Spend the money on Covid
research and testing.

10:06am. April 22. The skies are roaring and throbbing from jet noise.. It is
inside our home.

April 28, 10:12am Another rumbling roar.

S lopez, 14 Apr, Tue: 10:07 - 10:45am. Repeated ROARS. Sounds like FCLP's.
Nothing scheduled until night at Ault or OLF. 75 - 80 decibels. Who are they
tormenting today?

F*** the jets

F*** the jets

HORRIBLE ONGOING ROARING. DROWNS OUT ALL OTHER SOUND, EVEN
INSIDE THE HOUSE. EXTREMELY STRESS INDUCING.
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The usual off and on noise. Why has it become so difficult to place a
location?
F*** the jets
April 28, 10:15am. Another rumbling roar.
10:17am. We are experiencing (again, for many years) that awful sound of
jet noise rolling around the skies. It is a sickening roller-coaster of noise, as
if jets are doing crazy eights in the skies. It is the echo-y result of jets flying
around.
Awful racket, as per usual disturbing train of thought at work- trying to do
medical charting. Episodically disrupting conversations with nursing. Oak
Harbor.
Engine runups all am, flyover now
April 28, 11:18am. The jet noise continues to fill the air and my home. A
constant roar.
DREADFUL NOISE AND ROARING. SHAME ON POLICY MAKERS WHO ALLOW
THE DESTRUCTION OF THE ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT. SHAME ON THOSE
WHO ALLOW THIS DREADFUL NOISE THAT INCREASES ANXIETY IN EVERY
LIVING BEING. SHAME TO THOSE WHO ALLOW DREADFUL WASTE OF
RESOURCES

10:25am. HUGE jet roar above us right now.
10:25am. Saturday. Two growlers. Low, in formation. ROARING AND
SHRIEKING over Mud Bay, Lopez. Is this necessary? Are we at war? Yes, the
Navy is at war with San Juan County.
F*** the jets
Saturday flying- horrible noise pollution. Anacortes
F*** the jets
10:29am. Screaming jet overhead. Cannot see it due to clouds but the noise
is deafening.
Very loud jet noise in the skies. Unpleasant to be outside. Very. South
Lopez.
Very loud and disruptive
At home when bombarded with the Growler jet noise, so loud inside our
home.
STOP RUINING OUR PEACE ON LOPEZ ISLAND!! WE ARE NOT YOUR DAMN
"PRACTICE GROUND" WE ARE REAL U.S. CITIZENS WITH THE RIGHT NOT TO
HAVE YOU TORTURE US WITH SCREAMING JETS!! WE ARE NOT YOUR
PAWNS IN YOUR WAR GAMES!!! LEAVE US ALONE!!

2 Apr 2020, S Lopez: 63.7 decibels - Seems louder - maybe because we have
actually been able to enjoy our island without the jarring ROARS for most of
March. May the peace and quiet continue.

F*** the jets

2 growlers travelling low and loud roughly south to north

April 28. 10:39am. Another rumbling roar.

April 24, 10:24am. South Lopez. Another rumbling roar. Why don't I just set
up my office on the runway of SeaTac. That would make just as much sense
as trying to live and work on Lopez and be abused by the Navy.

RIDICULOUSLY LOUD growlers overhead right now. They are roaring their
engines and basically vibrating the whole Skagit Bay. WTF are they doing?

this constant noise has been going on for 1 hour now.
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FCLO are scheduled for Coupeville later this afternoon. Good grief they're
horrible neighbors.
Relaxing at stay at home and the tension from the noise of the Growlers
Sat, Apr 18. 10:48am LOUD LOUD LONG LONG LOW Growler roaring
overhead. Mud Bay. Still roaring as I write. Still roaring. Blotted out out all
household sounds. This is DISGUSTING. MOVE THESE GROWLERS AWAY.
They do not belong here.
April 29. 10:49am. Rolling jet thunder in the skies. Birdsong is not our
background soundtrack. Thunderous jet noise is. Yet this place is called
beautiful? Really?
A little while ago, I was on a conference call. VERY LOUD jet noise came
right into my house. South Lopez.
April 28, 10:52am. ANOTHER RUMBLING ROAR.
April 30, 10:52am. Shrieking, roaring growler over Mud Bay. Cloudy, so I
cannot see it. So loud there might have been two. Noise and roar invaded
my home and blotted everything else out. DEAFENING inside my home.
All I can say, over and over, is that the jet noise I am hearing right now...the
roaring in the sky...is too loud. It comes right into my home though doors
and windows are closed. The Growler jet is WRONG for this populated
region.The Navy is WRONG.
Runups so loud my eardrums hurt, followed by flyover noise
April 28, 10:54am. Now we are getting jet roaring that fills our home. Jets
must be flying all around. I am on a conference call and cannot look outside,
but the noise is everywhere.
The skies are roaring with jet noise. South Lopez.
The engines from Whitney are so loud that stuff is rattling in my house

F*** the jets
April 28, 11:02am. South Lopez. Big roaring vibration throbs through our
home.
April 28, 11:05am. The destruction of peace continues. There is a war on.
The jet noise from jets that must be flying all over the place is pounding us.
4/22. Constant jet noise in the skies. Sounds as if the noise is just rolling
around. Likely due to echoes off land and water. It is annoying since it is a
sea-sick sort of sound, just rolling around, coming and going Roaring high,
roaring low.
This is not mid-afternoon as your schedule states. We plan activities around
the posted schedule. What point is having a schedule if it is ignored?
Roaring jets nearby and overhead throughout the morning. Horrible, dread
inducing noise. SHAME ON POLICY MAKERS WHO ALLOW THIS. Terrible
noise pollution.
For the last three weeks, growlers have been flying every weekday, all day
long, from 9am until 5pm (and sometimes much later into the night). There
is no longer any break from very loud growler noise during normal working
hours. Thanks.
Stuff inside house is rattling
No airports they can land on why are they flying low over Lopez?
April 28. 11:13am. I am recording these noise incidents, many of which blur
together, to convey the experience of being constantly bombarded by
excessive jet noise. EXCESSIVE!.
F*** the jets
Multiple flyovers at low altitude that were extremly loud due to the low
cloud cover.
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Spooked the cows it came so low

F*** the jets

Directly overhead over Lopez Davis Point. Drowning out conversation

These last few days these jets have been flying out of their flight pattern
and over South Fidalgo Island. Yesterday they were VERY low & slow.

April 28, 11:16am. The jet roaring continues. There is no let up.
STOP ABUSING AND TORTURING LOPEZIANS WITH YOUR DAMN LOUD
JETS!! LEAVE US THE HELL ALONE!!
"very disruptive
Direct flyover complete with ear splitting roar and vibrations
F*** the jets

Double growler flyover - couldn’t hear the person I was talking to at all and
had to stop our activities
Loud jet roaring in the skies. Growler noise. Rumbling, deep, vibrating. GO
AWAY.
Loud jet over Mud Bay, Lopez.
A lot of sustained flying activity

orcas ferry landing

Very noisy . Had to go inside for relief

LOUD WAR PLANES OVER MY HOME IN THE MIDDLE OF A PANDEMIC!
Please stop.

April 28, 11:30am. The jet roaring continues. Right now.

11:19am. Loud growler over South Lopez. Roaring away!!!!!
Map location not working. Complaint location is south end of Lopez island.
Jets screaming overhead, around and around. This is absolutely awful.
April 28, 11:21. Growler screaming and roaring over my home. South
Lopez.

S Lopez, Apr 30 2020, Thur: 11:30am - outside walking - One of the loudest
Growlers I have ever heard here. Could not shut out the noise. Actually
scary. How can we get rid of these monsters? Another Giant BLAST AT
11:54AM.
F*** the jets
F*** the jets

Near Fort Worden.There has been daily growler noise this week and on
number of days ,including this morning, I have moved activities indoors to
escape the noise. Even then, the vibrating and some noise continue to
irritate despite closed windows.

F*** the jets

Loud growler overhead. Disruptive to my work.

It's every ten minutes. All morning so far. Do you really think we're all not
stressed enough already? Do you really think this is a good use of
resources?

Rattling in house

Jets overhead and growlers roaring. The house is shaking. There is a
percussive effect on inner ears, painful and disorienting. Extremely
unpleasant. This is NOT healthy.
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A very loud jet over South Lopez.
F*** the jets
F*** the jets
F*** the jets
F*** the jets
"working in my yard and had to hold hands over ears
extremely loud and disturbing"
April 28, 11:52am. As it has all morning, the Navy is blasting jet noise into
my home. TOO LOUD.

S Lopez, 3 April 2020: 12:10pm - Very Loud Overflight - everything shaking 76.2 decibels
As long as I'm working on my computer today, I can try and send these with
every fly over on South Fidalgo Island.
Loud jet over South Lopez. Continuous roaring as it seems to swoop
around, heading North Northwest.
April 1, S Lopez, 12:12pm: After very low Growler activity in March, cleaner
air , no jet exhaust, and no violent BLASTING today's ROARS are an assault.
Can't hear birds, water, wind and the house and my body are shaking! An
Abomination!
Trapped at home and experiencing a major migraine from jet noise.

11:53am April 30. A huge growler roaring over South Lopez. The roar fills
every part of the air and space in our home.

Flight Path Directly over Lopez. Obviously they don't care about the STAY AT
HOME orders

F*** the jets

April 28, 12:24pm. Incredibly loud jet roaring overhead. Long roar, fades,
then roars, fades, then roars.

Flyover. Veryloud
11:55am. April 30. More jet noise screaming above us. The same jet as a
moment ago, circling over us, or another one? Whatever, the noise is
terrible!!!!!
F*** the jets
April 28, 11:59am. Jet roaring noise is constant. Fills the air.
Two of them flying south over Fidalgo Island which is w-a-y out of their
published flight pattern.
April 30, 12:07 Shrieking growler above us on Mud Bay, Lopez. Shriek turns
to a scream and then a roar. Ear splitting.

"Hey! It is lunch time now and your JET NOISE you are denying me access to
peace and quite during this time. Once again you engage in a profound
disrespect for those who live here. THINK ABOUT IT!
F*** the jets
Another loud jet over South Lopez.
Frequent flyovers all morning
12:37am. Huge rumble and vibration from NASWI
Extremely loud, actually painful.
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A beautiful day. Isolating here at home I wanted to get out in the garden.
Big mistake. Jet noise was roaring in the skies. VERY unpleasant to be
outside. Navy is a bad neighbor.

April 30. 12:54pm. Is it necessary for growlers to be buzzing south Lopez?
That is what is happening right now. The jet roar is excruciating. The jet
may as well be landing on my roof. This is abuse.

Very loud jet overhead. Typical Growler. Screaming and roaring, and then
the long tailing roar.

The rumbling is very loud and has been going on all day

Loud jet roar over South Lopez.
I was weed-eating on my land when I heard this horrendous noise over my
weedeater! I looked up and there was a Growler flying overhead, and twice
more in 5 min. increments.
Flight path directly over Lopez. Contrails. Below low cloud cover which just
amplifies sound
12:45pm. ANOTHER rumbling roar fro NASWI
More growlers all day, every day. Their website claims they're only in
Coupeville today, but they've been circling North Whidbey and over Skagit
bay since 9am.
I am always distracted by the jet noise. It takes me some seconds to
wonder "Is someone coming up the driveway? Is something wrong with the
washing machine? What's the noise?" My fear reactions take over. And
then I know it is another damned jet.
N Lopez, 22 Apr 2020, Wed: 12:47pm and 1:25pm. HUGE, VIBRATING
BLASTS overhead. . . 25+ miles north of Ault. The Navy is a rotten neighbor.
No where to go to escape the noise.
Creepy shaking thunder, distant but penetrates the house and body- like an
earthquake. Very unnerving and hence very bad for health over time.
Once again, another loud jet roar over South Lopez.

12:58pm. yet again. It has been all day so far, rumbling vribrations from jet
activity at NASWI.
Again...
It has been great to NOT be harassed by your damn Growler jets...now you
are flying RIGHT OVER MY HEAD AGAIN!! STOP TORTURING LOPEZIANS
WITH YOUR WAR GAMES PRACTICE!! WE NEVER AGREE TO BE YOUR
PAWNS!!! Get OUT of our airspace! Leave LOPEZ alone!!
Stop children what's that sound, everyone look whats going down. Navy
Jets thats what. Right over Lopez. We are now ontheir flight path.
April 21. 1:01pm. VERY LOUD JET over Mud Bay, Lopez. Roaring and
Screaming. Might as well be a train running through my home office. How
can I concentrate when I am being invaded?
These Hell's Angels are flying north over Deception Pass and turning back
south over Rosario Beach (Fidalgo Island). They are flying low & loud!!!
April 30 1:02. Tremendous jet roar from Whidbey. It has been noisy all day.
Not just noisy, but LOUD VIBRATING, ROARING.
"April 30 1:04pm. Now another BLAST from Whidbey.
Ridiculously loud!!!!
1:05pm. A very loud jet roar over the south end of Lopez. Deep and
vibrating.

2nd aircraft in short time period. VERY IRRITAITING!!
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April 8, 1:06pm. SCREAMING jet overhead, Long roar...long long long roar.
Deafening. Mud Bay, South Lopez.
April 21, 1:06pm. The jet noise -- thunder rolling around the skies -continues. What are they doing? Flying back and forth? This is a not a
game, folks. The Navy is ruining our region with excessive jet noise and
pollution. Fly boys: GO AWAY!

1:11pm. Now we have jet noise filling the airwaves as the jets that pounded
us with their take-offs roaring and now roaring over and around South
Lopez.
What a lousy day in Oak Harbor, trying to think at work. Awful racket of
warplanes frequently wrecking train of thought.

1:06pm. We are now enduring repeated roars from take-offs at NASWI.
Following the blasting vibrating roar, we hear the roar of jets as they take to
the air. It is annoying, disturbing, disruptive. WE LIVE IN A WAR ZONE.

April 21.1:13pm. AGAIN. More jet noise. The fly boys are screaming over us.
ROARING. My home is not quiet. My home is not restful. It is INVADED by
Navy Jets that have no business being here. 1:14 and the noise continues.
WAVES of jet thunder.

Low and loud, stupid to think that while we’re all sequestered at home that
planes need to fly so low overhead

Jet travelling roughly south to north. So loud could hear over ear protection
and lawn mower!

Knock it off. Stay home.

A lot of jet noise rolling around the skies. Very noisy. Annoying and
disturbing.

I’m in favor of a strong military but these guys need to be better neighbors.
The Navy and Boeing (the Growler builder) should be ashamed.
1:08pm. LOUD jet roar over South Lopez. Must be flying low, it is so loud!
One jet at 1:04pm and another at 1:08pm
Two hours of on and off planes going over. Disrupting conversation and
online meetings
Flyover
"Run ups- engines multiple
And flyovers Multiple"

Can not hear tv.
Growlers several times today—no way to get a peaceful sense of well-being
with them constantly flying. So sinister....
More loud jet noise around South Lopez. A noisy day. Really grates on us
since we are stuck here.
F*** the jets
1:17pm. The house and air are vibrating with jet roars from Whidbey. This
is abuse.
this type of atmosphere accentuates the sound

F*** the jets

"Trying to work here . . . "

Loud jet. South end of Lopez island.

Disturbing patient care.

Flyovers plus extremely loud engine noise from base
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April 21. 1:19pm. And now another one. I get it now, they have decided to
BUZZ South Lopez. A streaking, screaming jet overhead NOW. And now the
ROAR as it loops. And now another ROAR at 1:20pm. This is abuse.
Gotta stay home and listen to the Growlers. Not nice.
South end of Lopez. Growler roaring in the skies.
4/22, About 1:15pm. Walking outside for my health, I say with some irony,
and STRAFED by a Growler overhead. Deafening, Ear-splitting. I was
defenseless. Out in the open. Growler hidden by the clouds. Screaming and
Roaring. South Lopez.
"Roaring is nonstop. I'm trying to work in what should be a peaceful, quiet
environment and hear nothing but jets.
Oh my god seriously KNOCK IT OFF. Things are bad enough as it is. We
thought you were gone, and good riddance.
April 30. 1:21pm. ANOTHER roaring rumble from Whidbey. A nice
afternoon outside, but can't be outside without feeling one is sitting on the
SeaTac runway.
April 21, 1:22pm. Here is another screaming & roaring growler jet over
us.They are coming in waves, bombing us with jet noise. Is this what they
think local residents are willing to applaud? If anything my faith in the US
diminishes minute by minute.
Again. Loud and low. Windows rattling

F*** the jets
Another rumbling jet roar follows the one one minute ago. Blasting us!
April 29, 1:28pm. Thundering roaring coming from NASWI. South Lopez.
April 30, 1:29pm. ANOTHER Roaring Rumble from Whidbey.
Loud jet noise. April 13. South Lopez
Jet over Mud Bay, LOW flying. Heading toward Anacortes/Whidbey
direction.
Growler take off sends rumbling vibrations, followed by a roaring jet
overhead. TOO LOUD. The LYING Navy LIES about its noise impact.
April 29, 1:30pm. Rumble and vibration in the air. Thundering roaring
coming from NASWI. South Lopez.
S Lopez, 29 Apr 2020, Wed: Painfully noisy Growler flights over Agate Beach
Park and the National Monument Lands. We forgot to bring ear protection.
. . . which we now need to do whenever we are outside. This is a war
training zone.
April 30, 1:31pm. LOUD jet over South Lopez. Same one as launched from
the BOOM we heard a few minutes ago?
April 29, 1:32pm. MORE Thundering roaring coming from NASWI. South
Lopez. It is incessant.

Is this going to go on all day? Are they lost? Flying over Lopez, again

"Both today and yesterday extra loud noises from flying aircraft. Welcome
to Corvid19 and the Navy. Not our friends.

another one

Lopez Island North end."

Multiple Growler flyovers beginning at about 12:30pm. Just below the
cloud cover and created very disruptive noise levels.

F*** the jets
1:36pm. The jet noise continues, filling the skies with roaring.
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The jet noise in Port Townsend has been relentless for days. It is challenging
to many of us and I would hope the Navy would work with the community
of which you are a part.

"Was canoeing on Lake Campbell- numerous passes of EA-18G growlers
that were earsplitting- Loud enough that one needed to put fingers into
ears to avoid pain (and damage) to hearing.

Direct flyover - everything has to stop for the duration and lingering engine
noise

This has no business on top of innocent civilians. Insane."

Roaring jet over Mud Bay. So loud that it blots out all household sounds.
That jet may as well be flying inside my home.
This noise is to loud and needs to stop, NOW.
Driving back to Anacortes, multiple EA 18-G aircraft, low and loud, drowning
out the radio in my car, windows up at highway speed. Abuse of the
landscape and the people and creatures on it.
1:45pm. More noise in the skies from jets roaring around.
F*** the jets
It seems that being outside on South Lopez is usually a mistake. ANOTHER
Growler jet arced over South Lopez, ROARING. ROARING. ROARING. GO
AWAY. Go pollute somewhere else.
Stuck at home and unable to escape the unbearable noise from the navy
jets.
Loud jet over the south end of Lopez. Really tired of this. These jets do NOT
belong in a populated area.
Too loud, disruption of news and tv bro
This jet noise is relentless! There has not been one minute of relief from it
in hours! This is inhumane.

April 30 1:57pm. Jet noise around us and above us right now. The jet
roaring has been almost constant. Annoying, Distracting, Disruptive. Always
wondering when they are going to crash on us.
Single jet flying roughly East to west. Extremely loud. South end of lopez
island
Jet noise in the skies. LOUD. South Lopez. 4/13.
Extremely loud. Caught me by surprise while I was outside. The noise was
quite painful, and increased my ringing in the ears. The Growler flew right
over the house.
More growlers roaring around in circles over Skagit Bay. Day after day after
day of this, with no breaks. Torturing everyone confined to their homes
during a national health crisis.
April 29, 2:04pm Loud jet roaring overhead. The roar just keeps going.
Navy EA-18G growlers overhead can hear in large medical building, over the
ambient clinic noise from HVAC on the room and equipment here.
Disturbing train of thought... as usual.
"Direct low flyover
Followed by another flyover a short distance away"
Today we seem to be facing loud jet noise rolling over South Lopez from, it
sounds like, the south. The sky roils with jet noise.
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Very disruptive while trying to work in a home environment to have this
constant noise for over two hours every afternoon and then to be woken up
by the same noise! I'm proud of our military, but they need to do their
touch and goes in a remote area.

Deafening!!!!!!

Vary levels of roaring for the last several hours

Roaring jets, sometimes overhead and nearby, sometime more distance
growlers. HORRIBLE UNACCEPTABLE NOISE. Dread inducing noise,
DREADFUL noise. Deeply disquieting and unsettling. Noise and disruption of
this sort is not healthy.

Direct visual flyover
Super loud disruptive flyover

F*** the jets
F*** the jets

April 29, 2:18pm. First the scream, then the ROAR of a growler overhead,
now a deeper roar, louder roar, continuous roar, still roaring, the roar is
deeper as it must be moving away, still roaring, it fades and then roars
again.

Impossible for my 80 year old Mother to nap with the level of noise.

2 growlers flying from NE to SW.

Believe it or not there is more aircraft noise here then in Seattle. Thought I'd
come to the San Juans for some prescription and Quiet!

April 29, 2:45pm. Loud jet roaring over South Lopez.
April 21. Disrupted. My PTSD which has resulted from years of Growlers
roaring over and around me makes me jump every time there is a roar, like
now. I am trying to concentrate on my work, and here is another roar on
the horizon.
April 22, 2:30pm. Growler SCREAMING overhead. Mud Bay, Lopez.
2:30pm. Rumbling vibrating throbbing assault from NASWI jet activity.

F*** the jets
Low rumble doesn't describe it. Loud noise.

At the Southend store on Lopez. Skies roaring from jet activity to the south
of us. Oppressive noise. Would like to isolate the Navy!
F*** the jets
Rumble, vibration, and a low cloud deck make the noise pollution from
USNavy jets unbearable this afternoon.

F*** the planes

Hey! STOP FLYING NEAR OUR HOUSE. WE WERE HIKING & NOW HAD TO
SCURRY HOME TO PROTECT OUR HEARING. I AM 76 YEARS OLD. THE
QUALITY OF LIVING & MY HOUSE ARE DAMAGED. THERE IS STRESS OF
COVID19 & STRESS OF YOUR GROWLER JET NOISE STOP ALL FLIGHTS!!!!

F*** the jets

Jet noise continues in the sky. Constant background noise.

"Mornings and afternoon more sabre rattling by 'our' military

South end of Lopez. We have been invaded by jet noise from the skies
south of us. The noise is constant. Deep roarings rolling around.

Continuing over several minutes

two things making our lives miserable, Corvid-19 and the US Navy"
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F*** the jets

This has been going on for over 20 minutes.

April 29, 3:51pm. A long low rumbling roar from NASWI.

April 28, 4:45pm Took off my sanity saving noise cancelling headphone and
went outside for a break. WRONG. The noise of jets roaring around the
South end of Lopez is horrific. Today is a full day of Navy abuse. The
growlers must GO AWAY.

3:38pm. South Lopez. ANOTHER rumbling roar from NASWI
A growler just flew directly overhead, as one has at least 20 times today.
The Navy has been flying these erratic paths right over us every day of the
week, all day, since the Stay Home, Stay Healthy order. Disregarding people
working at home.
The session that just ended was beyond human tolerance. The only activity
we can do during this pandemic is work in our yards. The intense noise
from flying the night-time pattern 14 (why, during the day?) sent us indoors
with our ears ringing.
Low & Slow& LOUD!
These guy are flying VERY low today!!!
4:26pm.After a full day working at my computer, I was thinking of a walk
outside. SO GLAD I DIDN'T.The deafening blast that is roaring over our
house now would have really hurt if I had been outside.Legislators:is this
the way you think it should be?
LOUD jet roaring overhead. South Lopez. April 14.
Disrupting patient care in hospital/clinic setting.
This jet flew over our neighborhood (Fidalgo not Whidbey) 5 times in about
1/2 hr (check my first report today). They were LOW, they were SLOW and
they were WAY out of their flight pattern!!!
4:39pm. Tried to walk outside. Discouraging because there is so much jet
noise. Can't see the jets but their thundering noise from near us ruins the
day.

April 29, 4:41pm. We are being gripped by a shuddering jet roar right now
that sounds like it will not stop. It is long and vibrating. It continues. the air
vibrates. The jet roar continues.
Go home. Go away. This was a peaceful place before you started this.
April 29 5:15pm. Just got strafed by a Growler over Mud Bay. Screaming &
shrieking over us. Overcame ALL sounds of the home. Could not hear the
TV. Is the Navy allowed to invade our homes?...because no mistake about it,
that is what they are doing.
April 29, 6:16pm OK, another rumbling, vibrating roar from Whidbey. This
time the roar is so deep I can feel it in my bones. STOP!
April 29, 6:18pm. ANOTHER rumbling, vibrating roar from Whidbey.
The whole house is shaking with the roaring. Now and earlier this
afternoon. This noise is destructive to the health and well being of all living
creatures. It is unconscionable to allow this sort of noise.
There should be a moratorium on Growler flights until the pandemic is
behind us. Their noise adds to the stress and negative health impacts on all
of us sheltering in place.
thundering rumbling sounds- like distant explosions emanating from the
West- towards Whidbey, heard after work in Mt Vernon. Disquieting awful
racket.
Owwwwww
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Direct flyover with long lasting very loud engine noise interrupting dinner
6:39pm, April 22. LOUD LOUD jet roaring over Mud Bay, Lopez. First the
scream, now the ROAR. Really, you are flying now? Over Mud Bay?
6:39pm? What is the purpose?
Some horrid thunder to serenade during dinner. Awful sounds. Anacortes
Intense blast. Could not continue conversation inside the house. We do not
need this added intense stress at this time of pandemic! Location south end
of lopez. Map location is not functioning.
April 29, 6:45pm. Loud jet noise over south Lopez.
Dinner is over and the horrible roaring starts right back up from the south.
What a miserable condition in a otherwise beautiful and peaceful location.
Anacortes near the ferry terminal.
Friday night at 7pm and STILL MORE JETS. They've been flying loops around
Whidbey Island since 8am! Sorry, but there's no way this is making 'Merikuh
safe, flying growlers for fun on a Friday night. Have they no consideration
for their neighbors?
April 29, 6:54pm. It is like an earthquake sending shivers through our home.
Maybe you feel something like it when some bozo drives by with the bass
pumping on their car radio. It just penetrates. Jet noise from Whidbey.
Growlers continuing to roar over north Whidbey late on a Friday evening
after a week of noise every day. Now it sounds like they're doing touch-andgo's on Ault Field. It's getting so you can never concentrate--while we're all
under quarantine.
Noisy here in Beaver/Forks the last few days

Hearing this howling thing overhead is disruptive and disgusting. Ears
ringing, heart pounding. Just sickening.
"CONTINUOUS engine noise is very wearing. Hours and hours of it
Whidbey base starts around 9 am, and goes until around 11 pm. That means
we are subjected to over 14 hours of disturbing, more or less constant, loud
unignorable rumbling a day. "
Walking the pasture on a farm inspection, when the consultation disturbed
by the overflight overhead of 2 Growlers. Why?
I am trapped at home with severely disabled daughter and we can't even
hear the TV inside our home.
117dba
This has been happening almost every day for the last week or two. I have
lived here over 30 years and have never heard something as loud as a
freeway in my garden before. Why are they flying over South Whidbey
now? We don’t want them here.
Whitney naval base has been noisy all afternoon, stopping for a dinner
break and starting up again at 7:30 pm
One more incredibly loud jet, late on a Friday while we're having dinner,
after a week of non-stop jet noise. All the wildlife has disappeared this
week too. Hopefully we'll see eagles and seals again this weekend.
Damn things higher than usual so not as loud as when they buzz my house
but still loud enough to disrupt the TV. I am unable to work from home
during the pandemic because of jet noise.
just in time to get the kids to bed

Roaring jets. Horrible background noise.
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Rumbling thunder sounds like explosions in the distance from the south.
Awful disturbing sounds. Heard from Anacortes

to harm, causing emotional & physical distress to persons & property
damage. STOP FLYING HERE!

Explosion sounds continue louder now, vibrating the south side of my
home. Not comfortable to try to get to sleep in my bedroom. Will have to
go to the basement to try to get enough peace to rest. Anacortes

Disgusting to have to hear these monstrous planes in the midst of a
pandemic. We're exhausted, but now can't sleep-- ears ringing from the
noise, and brutal headaches.

F*** the planes

We are at XXXX Holmes View Dr, Langley Wa 98260. Jet noise all afternoon
and evening. We moved here to get away from noise of Seattle in 2004. But
no peace here now also. Driven insane by the rumble and worried about
future because can't move again.

Growler jet noise allows no access one’s property; imprisons us inside our
house; abridges our freedom as a result of malevolent, intentional infliction
to harm, causing emotional & physical distress to persons & property
damage. STOP FLYING HERE!
120 decibels at our house. Far beyond the threshold that can cause hearing
damage. We are all trapped at home during this pandemic, could the Navy
suspend operations, at least temporary?

S Lopez, 28 Apr 2020, Tue: 8:45pm and 8:53pm. 69 - 75 decibels
119dba

"I/we have repeatedly ask you to STOP FLYING HERE.

Beautiful sky, water, trees- fresh spring air...HORRIBLE THUNDER rumbling
from the south. Peace wrecked (daily/nightly/constantly by US Navy. No
regard for civilian health and well being. Anacortes

YOU HAVE NO CARE OR RESPECT FOR ANYONE LIVING HERE"

It is freaking 8:54pm- children are trying to sleep!Please!!

The noise began at about 7:30 pm and lasted until 10:35 pm.

It's so loud it's causing me to have a headache bad enough to cause nausea
and anxiety.

S lopez, 21 Apr 2020, Tue: 8:30pm - 9pm - sounds like FCLP. None are
scheduled at Ault for today. Then again from 9pm - 10:35pm - Solid noise
for 1.5 hours. Engine testing? Unscheduled FCLP's? It would be good if the
Navy would be truthful.
This must be the thousandth growler that flew over today. Horrible. The
Navy has nothing but disdain for the tax-paying citizens they fly over.
F*** the jets
Growler jet noise allows no access one’s property; imprisons us inside our
house; abridges our freedom as a result of malevolent, intentional infliction

Almost 9pm and no peaceful sleep possible with awful grumbling,
threatening thunder from Whidbey. Atrocious. Anacortes
Wow... almost 9pm on Friday night and still another house rumbling
“explosion” sound from the south. Awful. Anacortes
"8:58pm, Friday night. Outside to enjoy the darkening evening and BAM!
HUGE ROAR FROM WHIDBEY. THE AIR SHUDDERED. VIOLENT NOISE.
Disgusting Navy. Disgusting.
South Lopez."
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2 flyovers in quick succession.....long lasting flyovers
"F*** the jets
S Lopez, Apr 14, 2020, Tue: 9 - 11 pm FCLP's 75-80 decibels. No sleep until
they are done. Such a nightmare . . . Larsen and Murray should be
ashamed for bringing this horror into our region .
Growlers have been out way more than they used to be. They are extremely
loud and go on for hours. It's impossible to sleep when they are out.
9pm Friday night. Another violent roar from Whidbey. Jets taking off this
hour? WHAT FOR? Here is the headline: "Navy Abuses Local Residents".
"Navy Lies about Noise Levels of the Growler".
F*** the jets
Once again, more loud growlers late in the evening. They have absolutely no
respect for all the people working and studying at home during this national
health crisis.
shakes our windows

The roar continues non stop...

I am tempting to carry on a conversation on the phone with my companion
and YOU are destroying this. Stop YOUR INCESSANT FLIGHTS AT OLF!
"You are disrupting my international call and we cannot listen to the Swiss
Classical radio station.
STOP FLYING HERE. GET OUT!"
F*** the planes
"XXX Kineth Point Pl, Coupeville, WA, United States
Latitude: 48.219734 | Longitude: -122.638649
6-9 PM with several 15-minute pauses; fly-overs about every 1 to 2 minutes;
100+ dBA inside home; ear protectors on; not ideal for ""stay
home/healthy""
F*** the jets
F*** the jets
F*** the jets

9pm and it sounds like deep explosions to the south. Rumbling trembling
the night air here, Horrible sounds. No doubt excruciating on south
Whidbey. Anacortes

Stop flying here.

More navy noise today generally than the last few weeks. It is very
disturbing when buildings start vibrating and I can feel the vibrations in my
internal organs and throat. The noise is extremely disrupting.

I live in Port Townsend and again, this week, my activities have been
adversely affected by engine noise. The planes are causing rumbling and
disturbing noise. This is the 2nd week that I have noted increased jet noise.
Tonight is the worst."

I was out in garden before dinner and the noise from the Growler chased
me inside. Now it is 3 hours later, I am inside and trying to read a book- still
loud so I put cotton in my ears, and it was still so loud I could hear it., and
couldn’t focus.
Shit rattling on the walls. F*** the jets.

"Hello,

Too loud for too long, too late.
Very low and very loud 119 dba
F*** the jets
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Growler jet noise allows no access one’s property; imprisons us inside our
house; abridges our freedom as a result of malevolent, intentional infliction
to harm, causing emotional & physical distress to persons & property
damage. STOP FLYING HERE!

After a few late growlers making things tremble late for a Friday night, now
it’s P-3s, flying much later than usual for a Friday- droning and whining by
every 5-10 minutes. Navy has no regard for anyone other than the Navy
F*** the jets

Almost 9:30 and still intermittent noise pollution; spoiling efforts to sleepbad for health. Anacortes

F*** the jets

F*** the jets

118dba

F*** the jets

I have lived here since 1993 and for years we never heard jet noise. In the
past months, the jets fly directly over my home at all hours. Tonight it
started at 9:38 and continues one after another. The noise is destroying this
area and prop value.

Literally vibrated the whole house
F*** the jets
F*** the jets
Continual noise without surcease
"Your flights where I live are an intentional infliction to cause harm and
emotional distress.

F*** the jets
114dba
Disrupting sleep
F*** the jets

STOP FLYING HERE!"

F*** the jets

Can’t watch tv too loud

F*** the jets

April 28, 9:26pm. I am so tired of this. LOUD JET overhead.

When making the first pass from the south please come in over the water
and and not over the homes in Ledgewood - we know you can do it
because you do it all the time. Even more important for us as we are in bed.

F*** the jets.
Navy jets are blasting postal code 98239
F*** the jets

Blasts of sound all day from run ups. I tinier now through the night. One of
the worst days yet for noise

F*** the jets

F*** the jets
Ridiculously loud growlers late at night.
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F*** the jets

F*** the jets

April 28. 9:49pm. Jet noise rumbling in the skies.

F*** the jets

F*** the jets

F*** the planes

F*** the jets

F*** the jets

F*** the jets

You have a profound disregard for people who live here!

"Mult fly overs all night. F*** all the planes.

F*** the jets

More late-night flights by growlers. Practically every night for weeks now.

STOP FLYING HERE WITH YOUR DISRUPTIVE NOISE! GET OUT!!!

F*** the jets

Growler activity has been continuous since 7:30 pm, after being noisy all
day with a short break during dinner time

Almost 10pm and sky to the south filled with creepy thunder. Not
conducive to peacetime existence and sleep. Anacortes- ongoing abuse by
the Navy. No regard for civilians.
"Another one. F*** the planes
Aaaand another one. F*** the planes
Your flights, their noise and air pollution is a profound disregard of people
who live here.
F*** the jets
F*** the jets
F*** the jets
"XXXX San Juan ave Port Townsend
Working as a provider in a hospital during a pandemic is stressful enough
without the relentless “ sound of freedom “ destroying one of the few
positives of this global catastrophe, silence. Please take a break!!!!"

F*** the jets
F*** the jets
The fly-over just now was so EXTREMELY low, loud and off course. As we all
are on lock-down for covid19, it is cruel that the Navy does this to our
community. The covid risk for the 2 person crew is what then infects entire
air craft carriers.
F*** the jets
F*** the jets
its past bedtime. we're trying to sleep. we are not at war. why are you out
disturbing the entire region?
I'm not able to get any sleep. It's 10:20 pm on a work night.
I’ve lived in the area since 1993, and we never heard jets. In the past
months they’ve become unbearable. They started at 9:38 tonight and
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continue one after another. The noise is disturbing and unsettling. They fly
directly over my home in Stanwood!

Engine noise from naval airbase has been nonstop since around 8 pm and is
still continuing

I’ve never heard jets so loud over downtown historic Coupeville. It
disrupted my ability to fall asleep and came in waves but was highest noise
at 1025PM. I couldn’t tell if the jet flew over directly, which usually only
happens at high altitude.

Live by the fairgrounds- they have been overhead the last few nights and
very late. It’s impossible to have a normal life here.

F*** the jets
Several flyovers
Two solid hours, 4 in a pattern, last night and tonight, the compounded
noise and ground vibration . . . DO NOT BELONG IN A RESIDENTIAL AREA.
Our well built house percusses (1/2 mile from the field and 80' lower in
elevation).
Very loud
This is criminal to subject our own populace to this terror at this hour
My god, this rumbling, for an hour or more tonight. Enough. We're all trying
to sleep.

Enemy navy low over house here at Crockett Lake, Seriously disrupted
sleep. Miserable.
"FINALLY, the noise from Whitney air base ceased at 11 pm
Today’s experience:
Flyovers and engine noise with small breaks in the late morning, increasing
in frequency in early afternoon to nonstop before and after dinner"
Engine run ups are still continuing
Engine noise from Whitney naval base resumed at 11:20 pm and is still
occurring, cycling on and off repeatedly
These planes should be retired in favor of quieter ones
Jet run ups keeping family awake at this late hour

It is too noisy to sleep
Go away. People are trying to sleep.
How is this kind of disruption tenable?
I don't even know if that's a military plane or what, but there's been a low
rumble non-stop now for at least 45 minutes. It's incredibly annoying.
Vibrations and noise have been going on for hours, and are getting LOUDER
now
Very loud and disruptive. How are we supposed to sleep?!
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